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Abstract

Due to conservative design models and safe construction practices, infrastructure usually has unknown amounts of reserve capacity that exceed code requirements. Quantification of this reserve capacity has the potential to lead to better asset-management decisions by avoiding unnecessary replacement and by lowering maintenance expenses. However, such quantification is challenging due to systematic uncertainties that are present in typical structural models. Field measurements, collected during load tests, combined with good structural-identification methodologies may improve the accuracy of model predictions. In most structural-identification tasks, engineers usually select and place sensors based on experience and high signal-to-noise estimations. Since the success of structural identification depends on the measurement system, research into measurement system design has been carried out over several decades. Despite the multi-criteria nature of the problem, most researchers have focused only on the information gained by the measurement system. This study presents a framework to evaluate and rank possible measurement-system designs based on a tiered multi-criteria strategy. Performance criteria for the design of measurement systems include monitoring costs, information gain, ability to detect outliers and impact of loss of information in case of sensor failure. Through including conflicting criteria, such as cost of monitoring and information gain, the optimal measuring system becomes a Pareto-like choice that ultimately depends on asset-manager preference hierarchies. Several potential preference scenarios are generated and results are compared using a full-scale test study, the Exeter Bascule Bridge. The framework successfully supports an informed design of measurement systems by providing an extensive set of alternatives, including the best solution defined probabilistically and for specific conditions when other near-optimal solutions might be preferred.
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1 Introduction

Much civil infrastructure was built between the end of the 1800s and 1970, and therefore, many
elements have reached the end of their theoretical lifetime [1]. Due to the scarcity of economic
and material resources, evaluating the replacement of infrastructure is a critical challenge,
requiring good asset-management decision making. As infrastructure is designed and built
using justifiably conservative behavior models (usually a finite element model), there are often
significant levels of reserve capacity in the as-built state [2]. Knowledge of true structural
behavior ensures more informed asset management for tasks such as maintenance, replacement
and intervention design.

Continuous monitoring and periodic bridge load tests have been widely used in the previous
decades to understand existing bridge behavior [3]. Since updated models need to be accurate,
the interpretation of in-situ measurements is a critical task. However, the structural-parameter
identification is a typical inverse problem where effects (measurements) are measured instead
of causes (inputs of behavior models). The difficulties associated with such challenges have
been recognized by many researchers, for example [4], [5].

Once field measurements are collected, a model-based structural-identification methodology
is used to improve the knowledge of the true behavior of a structure. Many approaches for data
interpretation are possible. For example, residual minimization [6] and Bayesian updating [7],
[8] have been proposed. However, Pasquier et al. [9] observed that for a range of applications
these model calibration methodologies, applied using traditional assumptions of independent
zero-mean Gaussian error distribution forms, are often not applicable to civil infrastructure.
Large systematic uncertainties present in behavior models often result in a biased identification
of model parameters. Also, the magnitude of the bias modifies the correlation between
measurements. To overcome such challenges, a multi-model approach has been proposed [10],
[11], where outcomes are a set of candidate models that explain the measurements.

A probabilistic extension of the multi-model approach, called error-domain model falsification
(EDMF) was presented [12]. In a first stage, the behavior model of the structure is built based
on prior engineering knowledge. Once model parameters to be identified are selected, a
population of model instances is generated, where a model instance is unique set of model
parameter values. Thresholds bounds, representing the maximum explainable differences
between model predictions and measurements, are computed probabilistically from non-
parametric model uncertainties and measurement uncertainties. Eventually, candidate models
that provide plausible explanations of field measurements are identified. This methodology has
been successfully applied to tens of full-scale bridges in order to evaluate their reserve capacity,
for example [13], [14]. Since outcomes of structural-identification methodologies depend on
the choice of the sensor configuration, research into optimal-sensor-placement strategies is
growing. The selection of good sensor locations has been proposed according to its information
content, such as: maximizing the determinant of Fisher information matrix [15], [16],
minimizing the information entropy in posterior model-parameter distribution [17], [18] and
maximizing information entropy in multiple-model predictions [19], [20]. As the question of
sensor placement usually involves large discrete sets of possible sensor locations, an
optimization algorithm is required to find good solutions. Most authors have proposed reducing
the computational effort using greedy optimization algorithms [21]. A hierarchical algorithm
for sensor placement using the concept of joint entropy was introduced by [22] and was
extended by [23] for structural identification to account for mutual information between sensor
types and load tests. Although an optimal sensor configuration should involve multiple criteria,
most studies have focused only on information-gain criteria. Additional features should also
be taken into account in order to define good sensor configurations in practical situations. This
includes information effectiveness, costs, installation constraints and robustness of information
gain to hazards that may deactivate sensors.
Some studies have recognized tradeoffs between two sensor-placement criteria. The risk of
over-instrumentation was investigated by comparing the cost of monitoring with information
gain [24], [25]. A multi-criteria-decision-making approach to include several information-gain
metrics and the cost of monitoring was presented by [26]. An adaptive sensor-placement
methodology selecting first sensor locations according to their information content and giving
freedom to engineers to place remaining sensors according to installation constraints was
presented by [27]. Although [28] used the expected performance of a sensor configuration to
detect outliers in sparse static measurements, this study did not provide insights for optimal
sensor placement. A sensor configuration which is robust in terms of information gain to sensor
failure for pipe-leaking detection using a model-free methodology was provided by [29].
While some studies have investigated two attributes for optimal sensor placement, no work has
involved a more comprehensive investigation of multiple characteristics of a sensor
configuration. In the presence of multiple conflicting criteria that create complex tradeoffs,
finding good solutions involves reference to asset-manager preferences. The potential of that
Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods in civil engineering was shown by [30],
[31]. There are no studies that have adapted MCDA to sensor placement for structural
identification.
MCDA supports measurement-system design since it is an analysis that helps decision makers
evaluate alternatives according to several and sometimes conflicting criteria [32]. Advantages
of MCDA are that it aids transparent selection of important criteria, the inclusion of preferences
of multiple stakeholders and the provision of a comprehensive evaluation of the alternatives in
the form of a score, ranking or classification [33]. Several MCDA methods were developed
over recent decades, including outranking strategies that are used by PROMETHEE [34],
ELECTRE [35] and multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) [36], [37]. Stochastic Multi-criteria
Acceptability Analysis (SMAA) [38] accommodates possible ambiguities and uncertainties in
model input and it provides a probabilistic evaluation (e.g., ranking, scoring, classification) of
alternatives. Due to the increasing need for assessing robustness and credibility of decision
recommendations, several approaches have been proposed to integrate SMAA with classical
MCDA methods, including PROMETHEE [39], ELECTRE [40], Choquet integral [41] and
stochastic ordinal regression [42].
This paper proposes a decision-support framework for measurement-system design. There are
two principal objectives. First, a set of performance criteria for measurement system for
structural identification is developed using a set of features that defines the optimal
measurement system. Then, to provide an information-rich guidance in terms of recommended
measurement system according to asset-manager preferences, a tiered strategy is proposed. The
applicability of the framework is demonstrated using a full-scale test study and using several
scenarios of possible asset-manager preferences.
The study is structured as follow. First, background methodologies including the structural-
identification framework and the information-gain assessment of measurement systems are
presented in Section 2. Then, the methodology to support decision in terms of recommended
measurement-system design for structural identification is shown in Section 3. Section 4
presents the full-scale case study and this is followed by results in terms of recommended
number of sensors and number of load tests according to asset-manager preferences. Finally,
results are discussed and compared with results from more traditional approaches for
measurement-system design. Conclusions and recommendations for future research close the
discussion.
2 Background

In this section, background methodologies that are necessary to understand this study are presented. First, the structural-identification methodology is presented in Section 2.1. Then, the hierarchical algorithm, based on the joint-entropy objective function for sensor placement, is described in Section 2.2.

2.1 Structural identification – Error-domain model falsification

Initially proposed in probabilistic terms by [12], error-domain model falsification (EDMF) is an easy-to-use structural-identification methodology. The method uses information provided by field measurements to identify plausible models among an initial set of possible model instances.

First, an initial population of model instance $\theta_k$ is generated by sampling indeterminate parameters of behavior models $\theta_k=[\theta_1,\theta_2,\ldots,\theta_n]^T$ within range, which are defined using prior knowledge on the structure. Then, for each measurement location, $i \in \{1,\ldots,n_y\}$, model-instance predictions of the structural response are compared with field measurements. Since model-prediction uncertainties $U_{ig}$ and measurement uncertainties $U_{iy}$ are unavoidable, the model prediction $g_k(i, \theta_k)$ and the field measurement $\hat{y}_i$ at a sensor location $i$, are linked to the true behavior $R_i$ using the following equation:

$$g_k(i, \theta_k) + U_{ig_k} = R_i = \hat{y}_i + U_{iy} \forall i \in \{1,\ldots,n_y\}. \tag{1}$$

Following [11], modeling and measurement uncertainties ($U_{ig}$ and $U_{iy}$) are combined in a unique distribution $U_{i,c}$ and Equation (1) can be rewritten in Equation (2). The difference between the model prediction and the field measurement at a sensor location $i$ is called the residual $r_i$.

$$g_k(i, \theta_k) - \hat{y}_i = U_{i,c} = r_i. \tag{2}$$

EDMF selects plausible behavior model instances by falsifying those for which residuals exceed threshold bounds, according to a confidence level fixed at 95% of the combined uncertainty. Model instances for which residuals do not exceed threshold bounds at each sensor location are included in the candidate model set (CMS). As the available information is usually not sufficiently accurate to justify any further discrimination, model instances belonging to the CMS are considered to be equivalently likely [43]. If all initial model instances are falsified, the entire model class is falsified. The model class is a parameterized behavior model, where model-parameter values need to be assign in model instances. This means that no model instance is compatible with observations given the current estimation of model and measurement uncertainties. This is a sign of possible incorrect assumptions in the model-class definition and uncertainty estimation. Complete falsification leading to subsequent re-evaluation of assumptions one of the main advantages of EDMF compared with other structural-identification methodologies, such as residual minimization or Bayesian updating [44].

2.2 Sensor-placement algorithm – Hierarchical algorithm

Prior to measuring a structure, a sensor-placement strategy has the potential to identify optimal sensor locations when a limited knowledge of model-parameter values is available. Once the numerical model is built and the model class is selected, prediction data from a population of model instances is a typical start to evaluate information gained by sensor locations.
The information entropy, from information theory, was introduced as a sensor-placement objective function for system identification [18]. At each sensor location \( i \), the range of prediction is divided in intervals based on the combined uncertainty \( U_{i,j} \) (Equation 2)). The probability that model instance \( m_{ij} \) falls inside the \( j \)th interval in \( N_{i,j} \) intervals is equal to:

\[
P(y_{i,j}) = m_{ij}/\sum m_{ij}.
\]
The information entropy \( H(y_{i,j}) \) is evaluated for a location \( i \) as:

\[
H(y_{i,j}) = -\sum_{j=1}^{N_{i,j}} P(y_{i,j}) \log_2 P(y_{i,j}).
\] (3)

To consider the redundancy of information gain between sensor locations, a new sensor-placement objective function called joint entropy was introduced by [22]. The joint entropy assesses the information entropy between sets of predictions taking into account the mutual information between them. For a set of two sensors, it is defined as:

\[
H(y_{i,i+1}) = -\sum_{k=1}^{N_{i,i+1}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{i,i+1}} P(y_{i,j}, y_{i+1,k}) \log_2 P(y_{i,j}, y_{i+1,k})
\] (4)

where \( k \in \{1, ..., N_{i,i+1}\} \) and \( N_{i,i+1} \) is the maximum number of prediction intervals at the \( i+1 \) location and \( i + 1 \in \{1, ..., n_s\} \) with the number of potential sensor locations \( n_s \). The joint entropy is less than or equal to the sum of the individual information entropies of the sets of predictions. Equation (5) presents the joint entropy of two sensors, where \( I \) is the mutual information between sensors \( i \) and \( i+1 \).

\[
H(y_{i,i+1}) = H(y_{i}) + H(y_{i+1}) - I(y_{i,i+1})
\] (5)

The hierarchical algorithm [22] is a sequential algorithm (greedy search) and organizes model instances in a tree structure. At each step of the calculation, the hierarchical algorithm selects the location with the largest joint-entropy value. It was shown to outperform traditional sequential algorithms with forward or backward strategies. In addition, the quality of structural identification is also affected by the excitation (i.e. static load test). A modification of the hierarchical algorithm was proposed in [23] to consider mutual information between load tests based on joint entropy. Equation (6) describes the joint-entropy evaluation for a sensor location \( i \) with two load tests, where \( j \in \{1, ..., N_{i,1}\} \) and \( N_{i,1} \) is the maximum number of intervals at the location \( i \) associated with a load test \( l \), \( k \in \{1, ..., N_{i+1,1}\} \) and \( N_{i+1,1} \) is the maximum number of intervals at the location \( i \) associated with another load test \( l + 1 \).

\[
H(y_{i,1+j}) = -\sum_{k=1}^{N_{i+1,1}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{i,1}} P(y_{i,j}, y_{i+1+k}) \log_2 P(y_{i,j}, y_{i+1+k})
\] (6)

3 Framework for multi-criteria analysis for measurement-system recommendation

In order to assess accurately the reserve capacity of a structure, the estimation of various unknown physical and geometrical properties and boundary conditions is required. The aim of field measurements is to enhance knowledge of uncertain model parameters and then improve accuracy of behavior-model predictions. Choices in terms of sensor types, sensor locations and load tests, constituting altogether a measurement system, are critical to do an effective structural-identification assessment. The design of the appropriate measurement system is challenging due to its multi-criteria nature and large amount of possible sensor configurations. Although the second problem was acknowledged in the literature and often solved using a sequential search [21], most studies focus only on the information-gain criterion of the measurement system. In the present study, a framework is proposed to consider a multi-criteria approach for measurement-system design without compromising the effective computation developed in previous studies. The framework for measurement-system design is built upon three phases (Figure 1). First, the
relevant possible measurement-system options are identified and the set of criteria to evaluate their performance is chosen (Phase 1). Then, an iterative procedure to select the relevant MCDA method is conducted (Phase 2). Eventually, a stepwise process to recommend a measurement system is presented (Phase 3). Each phase will be described in detail in Sections 3.1 to 3.3.

Figure 1: Structure of the framework for multi-criteria measurement system design. Phase 1: task definition; Phase 2: MCDA method selection; Phase 3: measurement-system recommendation.

### 3.1 Phase 1: Task definition

This section presents the first phase of the framework, which involves defining the set of options for the MCDA. This phase is divided into three parts. First, monitoring constraints in terms of available sensor types, possible sensor locations and load tests are defined in order to generate inputs of possible measurement systems. Then, the information-gain is assessed with respect to number of sensors to reduce the number of possible options to consider in the MCDA. Eventually, other performance criteria for the MCDA are defined and each remaining option is evaluated for each criterion independently.

#### 3.1.1 Initial prediction sets for measurement-system design

In order to perform a model-based measurement-system-design strategy, several steps are required to generate initial sets of predictions. First, a numerical behavior model, such as a finite element model of a bridge, is built to obtain quantitative predictions of measurable variables. As any numerical model requires geometrical and mathematical simplifications, a significant amount of non-parametric uncertainty is involved. Non-parametric uncertainties, influencing the evaluation of measurement data, must be estimated quantitatively. Model
parameters, which have the highest impact on model predictions, are selected through sensitivity analyses. Then, available sensors and their respective possible locations are identified along with possible load tests. Once these assumptions are chosen, multiple model instances are generated using a sampling technique to obtain a discrete population of model-parameter values within plausible ranges. For each set of load tests, model-instance predictions at each possible sensor locations are computed, constituting the prediction sets used in the information-gain assessment (Section 3.1.2).

### 3.1.2 Information-gain assessment and option selection

Once prediction sets are generated (Section 3.1.1), evaluations of measurement systems in terms of performance criteria can be completed. However, the number of measurement-system combinations has a computational complexity $O(2^n)$, where $n$ is the number of possible sensor locations [22]. Additionally, if several performance metrics are evaluated for each measurement system, the computational time for each iteration may increase significantly compared to a single objective-function evaluation. Therefore, it was chosen to reduce the set of measurement-system options using a single objective function based on information-gain assessment. For each set of load tests, the hierarchical algorithm described in Section 2.2 is used to find a near-optimal sensor configurations with respect to number of sensors. The aim is to reduce the set of possible measurement systems to options providing a significant amount of information. As the sensor-placement algorithm uses a greedy approach for sensor placement, the complexity is $O(n^2)$ with respect to the number of possible sensor locations, reducing considerably the computational time of MCDA [22]. If multiple sets of load tests exist, the hierarchical algorithm must be performed for each set independently. For each set of load tests, joint-entropy values as function of the number of sensor are shown as in Figure 2, where results of four sets of load tests are presented. Each mark corresponds to a specific measurement system that could be evaluated in the MCDA (Phase 3, Figure 1).

![Figure 2 Information-gain assessment as function of number of sensors for load-test configurations using the hierarchical algorithm (Section 2.2).](image)

### 3.1.3 Definition of measurement-system criteria

A measurement system is recommended to asset managers as the best solution if it has multiple characteristics. First, the measurement system must be informative, meaning that a significant
gain of information is expected. Secondly, the measurement system should be cost effective to avoid expenses that are not justified by the information gained. Then, the sensor installation should be taken into account as it may disturb the traffic, generate additional costs and increase the risk of sensor failure. Eventually, assessing a full-scale structure in its environment requires consideration of the possibility of sensor failures. Typically, 20% of sensors are expected to fail and to not provide useful measurements [45]. The robustness to test hazards of the measurement system has not been treated in the literature on measurement-system design. In the present study, two new performance criteria to include the robustness to test hazards are introduced: the ability of the measurement system to identify outlier measurements and the loss of information gain in case of failure of the best sensor. Therefore, five performance criteria will be used and their characteristics are presented in Table 1. Measurement-system-design criteria are presented in sub-sections below.

Table 1 Characteristics of the measurement system with respect to performance criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance criterion</th>
<th>Characteristic of the measurement system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information gain</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to detect outliers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of information in case of sensor failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation constraints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3.1 Information gain

In order to evaluate the informative characteristic of a measurement system, the information gain is assessed using the hierarchical algorithm (Section 2.2). The joint-entropy metric evaluates the ability of a measurement system to discriminate between candidate and falsified model instances. The joint-entropy value is bounded between $[0; \log_2(N)]$, where $N$ is the number of model instances involved. Typically, predictions of 1,000 model instances are generated using a FEM model and thus the joint entropy value is bounded between 0 and 10. A low joint-entropy value means that model instances could not be easily discriminated using the measurement system and the information gain is poor. Therefore, the joint-entropy metric must be maximized in order to have an informative measurement system.

3.1.3.2 Costs of monitoring

In this performance criterion, the cost of the monitoring system is assessed. The total cost of monitoring is composed of all costs related to the bridge load testing such as instruments and truck rentals. In order to have a cost-effective measurement system, the cost of monitoring must be minimized.

3.1.3.3 Ability to detect outliers

In order to assess the robustness of a sensor configuration to test hazards, two new metrics are proposed: the ability to detect the presence of an outlier in measurements and the loss of information in case of sensor failure (Section 3.1.3.4). A methodology to detect the presence of outliers in EDMF framework was proposed by [28]. The methodology compares excepted information gain of measurement systems iteratively including and excluding a particular sensor in the sensor network with the true difference of candidate models if this particular sensor is involved or not in the falsification once the bridge is monitored. The aim is to provide
a reasonable degree of confidence to evaluate a sensor as an outlier when only sparse static
measurements exist. However, as the original methodology requires field measurements, it
must be adapted to be used as a performance criterion for measurement-system design.
For a given set of load tests, the cumulative density functions (CDFs) of expected number of
candidate models are computed and compared for the entire sensor network and for the sensor
network without the particular sensor k (Figure 3a). The difference between CDFs is presented
in Figure 3b. At the measurement-system-design stage, true \#CMs are unknown and thus the
ture value of $\Delta_k$ is unknown. In the case of a faulty sensor, a small value of $\Delta_k$ means that the
detection of this sensor as an outlier is more likely. Therefore, in order to be conservative, it is
assumed that $\Delta_k$ is equal to the maximum difference in CDFs.
The procedure is then repeated for each sensor in the measurement system. Since the impact
of an undetected faulty sensor on the structural-identification process (Section 2.1) is not
related to the expected performance of this sensor, all sensors present the same risk for wrong
system identification. The average value of $\Delta_k$ for a measurement system is thus taken to be a
metric to measure the average ability of a measurement system to detect an outlier
measurement (Equation (7)). A small value of $\Lambda$ means that the measurement system is more
likely to detect a presence of an outlier in field measurements. Therefore, $1 - \Lambda$ must be
maximized to provide a measurement system which is able to detect the presence of outlier(s)
in measurements once the structure is monitored.
$$\Lambda = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \Delta_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Figure 3 Outlier-detection methodology at the measurement-system-design stage. A) 
cumulative distribution functions of the number of candidate models using all sensors and the
network without a sensor k. B) difference between cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
and measure of $\Delta_k$ for sensor k.

3.1.3.4 Loss of information in case of sensor failure
The second metric to assess the robustness of the information gain of a measurement system
to test hazards is the loss of information in case of a sensor failure. The failure of the best
sensor, defined as the first sensor selected by the hierarchical algorithm (Section 2.2), is assumed and the consequent loss of information is assessed. This approach is similar to the method proposed by [29] in the field of leak identification in water-pipe networks. First, the joint-entropy value $H_{SN}$ of the measurement system and the joint entropy without the best sensor in the measurement system $H_{SN-best}$ are calculated. The difference of joint-entropy values between the two measurement systems $\Delta H$ represents the expected absolute loss of information. Then, $\Delta H$ is normalized with $H_{SN}$ to assess the robustness in terms of information of a measurement system. The metric (Equation (8)) must be minimized in order to provide a measurement system which is robust in terms of information loss due to the failure of the best sensor.

$$\Gamma = \frac{\Delta H}{H_{SN}} = \frac{H_{SN}-H_{SN-best}}{H_{SN}}$$

### 3.1.3.5 Installation constraints

To evaluate the practical-installation characteristic of a measurement system, an installation constraints metric is added to the MCDA. The metric is case dependent and could for instance include additional costs for sensor locations, sensor types or installation time. In the present study, an additional cost is applied to some sensor locations as they require additional equipment to be reached (Section 4.3). Thus, additional installation costs are defined as an initial equipment cost plus a cost per sensor in a specific area. The installation cost must be minimized in order to have a sensor configuration which is practical to install.

### 3.1.4 Independent option evaluation

Once each performance criterion for sensor placement is defined, the set of options to consider in the MCDA (Section 3.1.2) can be evaluated for each criterion independently, creating a performance matrix with the measurement systems and criterion evaluations. This consists of the last step of the first phase of the framework (Figure 1). The second phase presents the selection of the adapted MCDA method for measurement-system design according to asset-manager preferences.

### 3.2 Phase 2: MCDA-method selection

Due to the conflicting nature of measurement-system performance criteria, such as information gain and cost of monitoring, it is usually not possible to identify the optimal measurement system by looking at each criterion separately in the performance matrix (Section 3.1.4). Recommending a measurement system to asset managers implies trade-offs between conflicting criteria, which is a problem typology particularly suitable for MCDA [33], [46]. In addition, ranking possible measurement systems by accounting for their overall performance is relevant to recommend suitable options to the asset manager (decision maker) [25]. Therefore, the use of an MCDA method is justified for the study of measurement-system design. The aim of this phase is to select the appropriate MCDA method according to the possible preference information of asset managers as well as the desired capabilities of the method (Phase 2, Figure 1).

For any MCDA method, recommendation in terms of measurement system is unsurprisingly influenced by asset-manager criterion-weighting preferences. Three types of asset-manager weighing preferences are realistic, namely ordinal rankings of criteria, deterministic weight bounds and deterministic weight values for each criterion. In addition, several distributions in terms of weights are possible, such as attributing more weights to information-gain criteria or a preference for monitoring system with a relatively low cost. A required characteristic of the selected MCDA method will be the ability to provide measurement-system recommendations for any asset-manager preference settings.
A wide variety of settings of asset-manager preferences are modelled to evaluate the influence on the measurement-system recommendation. Three scenarios of possible orientation in terms of weighting preferences are defined in Table 2. First, a scenario where the asset-manager assigns an equal weight to each measurement-system criterion is proposed. Then, scenarios 2 and 3 imply a polarization of the criterion-weighting preference in the direction of the maximization of the information gain or a low-cost monitoring for scenarios 2 and 3 respectively.

Table 2 Possible preference scenarios of an asset manager.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Orientation of asset-manager weighing preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equal weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maximization of information gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low-cost monitoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, within the preference scenario, asset managers decide the nature of their preferences between performance criteria. Two types of possibilities have been developed to study the influence of such preferences on measurement-system evaluations: an ordinal choice with a ranking of criteria by order of preference, and a cardinal choice with bounds or deterministic values for criteria weights. According to the scenario of asset-manager preferences, Table 3 presents the order of importance of performance criteria, while Table 4 presents weight bounds for each performance criterion. Therefore, five settings of asset-manager weighting preferences, including a preference scenario associated with a preference type are created to understand the influence on the measurement-system recommendation for structural identification (Table 5). Settings are ordered according to the preference scenarios.

Table 3 Ordinal importance order for performance criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Information gain</th>
<th>Cost of monitoring</th>
<th>Outlier detection</th>
<th>Loss of information</th>
<th>Sensor installation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximization of information gain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-cost monitoring</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Weight bounds for a cardinal importance order for performance criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Weight bounds or deterministic values of performance criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal weights</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximization of information gain</td>
<td>[0.35 - 0.50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-cost monitoring</td>
<td>[0.10 - 0.20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Settings of asset-manager preferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Preference scenario</th>
<th>Preference type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equal weights</td>
<td>Cardinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maximization of information gain</td>
<td>Cardinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Maximization of information gain</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low-cost monitoring</td>
<td>Cardinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Low-cost monitoring</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to weighting performance criteria differently, the engineering practice involves conducting comparisons between options by accounting for thresholds of performance [47]. When two options have similar metric values they can be considered as equal. When the difference of performances reaches a certain value (i.e. threshold), then an option is strictly preferred over the other. In MCDA terms, this situation can be modelled by indifference and preference thresholds. In the present study, thresholds are set using bounds (Table 6). The indifference threshold represents the greatest difference between evaluations of two options on criterion $g_j$ compatible with the indifference between them on this criterion. The preference threshold represents the lowest difference between evaluations of two options on criterion $g_j$, meaning that one is preferred over the other on this criterion [48]. This enables explicit representation of variations in preferences of asset managers. Criterion-bound values were chosen based on engineering judgement, discussions with asset managers and heuristics. Concerning information gain, outlier detection and robustness to sensor failure criteria, lowest values of preference thresholds were estimated based on the repeatability of Monte-Carlo simulations of the hierarchical algorithm (Section 2.2) and outlier-detection methodology (Section 3.1.3.3).

Table 6 Indifference q and preference p threshold bounds for performance criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indifference and preference thresholds for performance criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.05-0.2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding the desired capability of the MCDA method, the principal requirement is to rank measurement-system options. Another goal involves limiting the compensation between performance criteria, meaning that the good performance of a measurement-system on one (or more) criterion cannot compensate for the poor performance on one (or more) criterion. This condition is important to avoid high rankings of poorly performing measurement systems.

Furthermore, a single deterministic ranking is not desired, as it does not provide indication of the stability (hence credibility) of the measurement-system recommendation. An additional requirement is thus the assessment of the robustness in terms of ranking of measurement-system recommendations. The strategy incorporates the concept of robustness analysis [49], meaning that multiple versions of the decision-support methodology is intended to derive probabilistically-characterized results, which in this case are measurement-system rankings.

These requirements were used to screen the relevant literature [49]–[53] to search for the most appropriate method. Eventually, the SMAA-PROMETHEE method satisfied all requirements and it was thus chosen for the MCDA to support measurement-system design decision making for bridge load testing according to asset-manager preference settings. The methodology is presented in detail below.

### 3.2.1 SMAA-PROMETHEE methodology

The SMAA-PROMETHEE method is based on two very families of MCDA methods, PROMETHEE and Stochastic Multi Criteria Acceptability Analysis (SMAA). In this Section, the SMAA-PROMETHEE methodology is briefly introduced. PROMETHEE, which stands for Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluations, was introduced by [54] and it is an outranking methodology based on pairwise comparisons. It has been extensively used to solve MCDA problems [55], [56].

A single ranking in PROMETHEE can be obtained following the procedure presented below. First, preference parameters for the MCDA need to be defined. A weight $w_j$ for each criterion $g_j$ is set such that $w_j \geq 0$ for all $j = 1, \ldots, n$, and $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1$. Each weight, $w_j$, is representative of the importance of the criterion $g_j$ inside the whole family of criteria $G (|G| = n)$. Then, an indifference $q_j$ threshold and a preference $p_j$ threshold for each criterion $g_j$ are defined such that $q_j < p_j$. A partial preference function $P_j(a, b)$ is defined for each criterion $g_j$, representing the degree of preference of option $a$ over option $b$ on criterion $g_j$. The higher the preference function $P_j(a, b)$, the more option $a$ is preferred to option $b$ on criterion $g_j$. Six preference functions have been defined [34]. For instance, in the case of the V-shape function, the preference function is defined following Equation (9).

$$
P_j(a, b) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } g_j(a) - g_j(b) \geq p_j, \\
\frac{[g_j(a) - g_j(b)] - q_j}{p_j - q_j} & \text{if } q_j < g_j(a) - g_j(b) < p_j, \\
0 & \text{if } g_j(a) - g_j(b) \leq q_j.
\end{cases} 
$$

(9)

Then, the comprehensive preference function $\pi(a, b)$ (Equation (10)) for each ordered pair of options $(a, b) \in A \times A$ is calculated. This represents the degree of preference of option $a$ over option $b$ taking into account all criteria simultaneously, where $A$ denotes the set of options.

$$
\pi(a, b) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \cdot P_j(a, b).
$$

(10)

Consequently, for each option $a \in A$, the positive $\Phi^+(a)$, negative $\Phi^-(a)$ and net $\Phi(a)$ flows can be calculated (Equations (11) to (13)). The positive flow $\Phi^+(a)$ quantifies how much option $a$ is preferred, on average, to the other options (Equation (11)), while the negative flow $\Phi^-(a)$ quantifies how much, on average, other options are preferred to option $a$ (Equation (12)). The net flow $\Phi(a)$ (Equation (13)) is the balance between positive and negative flows.

This expresses the strength of option $a$ with respect to the set of options. The application of the
PROMETHEE method thus allows to rank options to be ranked, according to their value of net flow $\Phi(a)$ from the best to the worst.

\[
\Phi^+(a) = \frac{1}{|A|} \sum_{b \in A \setminus \{a\}} \pi(a, b),
\]

\[
\Phi^-(a) = \frac{1}{|A|} \sum_{b \in A \setminus \{a\}} \pi(b, a),
\]

\[
\Phi(a) = \Phi^+(a) - \Phi^-(a)
\]

Based on calculations of the above flows, several PROMETHEE methods can be defined [34]. In this study, PROMETHEE II was selected. In this method, given options a and b, a is preferred to b if and only if $\Phi(a) > \Phi(b)$, while, a and b are indifferent iff $\Phi(a) = \Phi(b)$. Therefore, options in the set A can be ordered from the best to the worst on the basis of their net flows.

The computation of the net flow is based on the definition of weight $w_j$, indifference threshold $q_j$ and preference threshold $p_j$ for each criterion $g_j$. The choice of values for MCDA parameters could be too demanding or too restrictive for the decision maker (DM). Instead of singular values for each weight, the DM can be more confident in providing preference information such as a comparison between importance of criteria (criterion $g_i$ is more important than criterion $g_j$ or criteria $g_i$ and $g_j$ are equally important), rank criteria by order of importance $(g_1) > (g_2) > \cdots > (g_n)$, where $>$ stands for “is more important than”) or giving deterministic bounds for weights ($w_j \in [w^-_j, w^+_j]$, where $w^-_j$ and $w^+_j$ stand for upper and lower bounds of the weight attributed to criterion $g_j$). In a similar way, with respect to the indifference and preference thresholds, the DM can provide intervals of variation such as $q_j \in [q^-_j, q^+_j]$ or $p_j \in [p^-_j, p^+_j]$.

The advantage of giving such preference information on MCDA parameters is counterbalanced from the variety of binary relations that can be obtained. To take into account the variety of built relations, the SMMA methodology [38] is a relevant approach. SMMA considers the plurality of MCDA parameters compatible with the DM preference information by giving recommendations in statistical terms. Introduced in [39], SMMA-PROMETHEE generates typically 100,000 samples, within a set of MCDA parameters (such as including weights $w_j$, indifference $q_j$ and preference $p_j$ thresholds) that are compatible with the preference information provided by the DM. Then, the PROMETHEE method is applied to build indifference and preference relations for each of these samples. Options are then ranked probabilistically.

### 3.3 Phase 3: Measurement-system recommendation

Once the set of options is evaluated independently for each criterion (Phase 1, Figure 1) and the MCDA method is selected (Phase 2, Figure 1), SMMA-PROMETHEE is used to provide a recommendation in terms of measurement system to the asset manager. The selected MCDA method provides several outputs [55], that have been tailored for this study to provide a stepwise identification of the measurement system (Phase 3, Figure 1). To offer a rich guidance to asset managers in terms of recommended measurement systems, four metrics are used:

- **Rank acceptability index (RAI)** $b^r(a)$: it gives the frequency with which option $a$ takes the $r$-th place in the complete ranking. In this study, the focus is on the best first place, $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$, which is the highest frequency of an option being first.
- **Central weights vector (CWV)** $w^c(a)$: it is the barycenter of the weights giving to option $a$ the first position. It expresses the average preferences making option $a$ the recommended measurement system.
Most frequent position (MFPI) $b^{MFPI}(a)$: Three most frequent positions of option $a$ are given with their respective frequency [57], [58].

Pairwise winning index (PWI) $Pref(a,b)$: it gives the frequency with which option $a$ is preferred to option $b$.

The procedure to provide a measurement-system recommendation is built upon four steps. Asset managers can decide to stop once they are satisfied with the outcome. In the first step, the procedure starts with looking globally at the RAI and its distributions. If the option with the highest RAI for the first rank $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$ is over a certain threshold (i.e. 70%), SMAA-PROMETHEE gives a clear preference to define this option as the best solution. This option can therefore be recommended to the asset manager.

When there is no clear preference for an option (i.e. $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a) < 70\%$) or more insights are required by the asset manager, the second step involves at the central weight vector. With this metric, each option with a $b^1(a) \geq 10\%$ is shown and its barycenter of weights is presented, allowing asset managers to choose measurement system according to their refined criterion-weighting preferences.

If asset managers do not wish to indicate any preferred weighing profile related to any solution, the recommendation can be derived in step 3 by looking at the three most frequent positions. If an option has notable higher frequencies for the first positions compared to other options, this measurement system is statistically defined as a better solution.

If ambiguity between two options ($a$, $b$) still occurs, the last step involves evaluation of the pairwise comparison index, which allows a direct comparison of competing options. This index indicates the frequency with which option $a$ is preferred over option $b$. The measurement system with the largest value will be recommended to the asset manager.

4 Case study

4.1 The Exeter Bascule Bridge

The Exeter Bascule Bridge (UK) is designed to be lifted to allow the transit of boats along a canal connected to the river Exe. The light-weight deck, consisting of a series of flanked aluminum omega-shaped profiles, is connected to 18 secondary beams which are bolted to two longitudinal girders. Built in 1972, the bridge has a single span of 17.3 m and a total width of about 8.2 m, carrying the traffic and a footway. In the static system, North-bank supports are hinges, while the South-bank is simply supported. Two hydraulic jacks, activated during lifting operations, are connected to the two longitudinal girders on the North-bank side. Figure 4 shows the elevation and a photograph of the bridge during a static load test. Until 11 strain gauges and 1 deflection measurement, using a target on the bridge and a precision camera on the side of the bridge, are available sensors for monitoring. The recommended measurement system can therefore include a maximum of 12 sensors.
4.2 Model-class selection

Three model parameters, influencing the most the structural behavior, were selected for model updating: the equivalent Young’s modulus of the aluminum deck ($\theta_1$), the rotational stiffness of the North-bank hinges ($\theta_2$), and the axial stiffness of the hydraulic jacks ($\theta_3$). Initial ranges for each parameter are presented in Table 7. The axial stiffness of hydraulic jacks is used to simulate their contribution as additional load-carrying supports. For the axial stiffness, the lower bound considers two girders as simply supported at the abutments, while the upper bound corresponds to the introduction of a semi-rigid support at jack connections.

An initial population of 1000 model instances is generated from the uniform distribution of each parameter value using Latin hypercube sampling [59]. For each load test, the same population is used in order to generate predictions at sensor locations. Model uncertainties
associated with the model class are presented in Table 8, while measurement uncertainties associated with the sensor types are presented in Table 9. Uncertainties are estimated using sensor-provider information, engineering judgement and heuristics. More information of the description of the model class and uncertainty magnitudes could be found in [28].

### Table 8 Estimations of model-class uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty source</th>
<th>Uncertainty form</th>
<th>Uncertainty magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FE model simplification (%)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>−5%; +20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh refinement (%)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>−1%; +1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional (%)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>−2%; +2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9 Estimations of measurement uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty source</th>
<th>Uncertainty form</th>
<th>Uncertainty magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera (mm)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>−0.1; +0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain gauges (µε)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>−2; +2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement repeatability</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera (%)</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>µ = 0; σ = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain gauges (%)</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>µ = 0; σ = 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor installation</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strain gauges (%)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>−2%; +2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5** Possible static load tests.

### 4.3 Monitoring-system characteristics

Characteristics of the monitoring system include monitoring expenses and alternatives of possible sensor locations. The list of monitoring expenses is presented in Table 10. Load-test expenses include an initial cost for truck rental with driver and an additional cost per load test. Sensor costs depend on the sensor types (strain gauge and deflection measurement). In order to report measurements, a single base station and data-acquisition systems (every 4 sensors)
must be rented. Main girders are directly accessible on both banks of the bridge. However, in the central area above the river (Figure 4), additional equipment is needed and professionals must be hired in order to install sensors, generating additional expenses for some sensor locations.

Table 10. List of monitoring expenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of expense</th>
<th>Expense</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load test</td>
<td>Initial cost</td>
<td>300 [GBP]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load test</td>
<td>75 [GBP/LT]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Strain gauge</td>
<td>400 [GBP/unit]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deflection measurement</td>
<td>300 [GBP/unit]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-reporting system</td>
<td>Base station</td>
<td>500 [GBP]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data-acquisition system (4 sensors)</td>
<td>500 [GBP/unit]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor installation</td>
<td>Additional equipment</td>
<td>500 [GBP]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over the river</td>
<td>Sensor installation</td>
<td>250 [GBP/unit]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to generate predictions from the bridge finite-element model, possible sensor locations need to be defined according to the model class and installation constraints. Due to their small range of predictions, locations on secondary beams were not involved as possible locations. Two alternatives of possible sensor locations were chosen to consider additional costs of installation above the river (Figure 6). A discretization of possible sensor locations at every 0.95 meters, corresponding to the distance between secondary beams, was selected. In both alternatives, possible locations for strain gauges were chosen on top and bottom flanges (circles and triangles) on both girders. Bottoms of each girder were chosen as possible deflection-target locations (circles). To avoid local effects, sensor locations were chosen to start at 2 m from the supports. In the first alternative, possible sensor locations were chosen to be on the entire girders, creating 64 possible strain locations and 32 possible deflection locations. This alternative is called “Over the River” (OR) alternative because sensor locations can be selected over the river generating additional expenses. In the second alternative, no possible sensor locations were involved above the river (Figure 1), creating 32 possible strain locations and 16 possible deflection locations. This alternative is called “Not Over the River” (NOR) alternative. The performance comparison between measurement systems from the two alternatives will show if the information gained by installing sensors above the river is worth additional expenses.
Figure 6. Possible sensor locations for two alternatives: A) Over the river (OR); B) Not over the river (NOR).

5 Measurement-system recommendations

In this Section, measurement-system recommendations according to the asset-manager preference settings are discussed. First, the information gained by possible measurement systems is assessed to reduce the set of options to consider in the MCDA. Then, options are evaluated independently for each remaining performance criterion. Eventually, the MCDA is performed to recommend a measurement system for each asset-manager preference setting.

5.1 Information-gain assessment

To define the set of options used in the MCDA, the information gain of measurement system is assessed using the hierarchical algorithm (Section 2.2). As mentioned in the case-study presentation (Section 4), two possible sensor-location sets (over river OR and not over river NOR) and the possibility to perform 1 to 5 load tests (LT) are taken into account. Therefore, the hierarchical algorithm for sensor placement must be run 10 times. The joint entropy is assessed as function of the number of sensors (Figure 7). The joint entropy increases significantly with number of sensors and number of load tests. For the same number of sensors and load tests, the difference in terms of joint entropy between the two alternatives of possible sensor locations (OR and NOR) is small. Measurement systems between 2 and 12 sensors and 1 to 5 load tests are considered in the set of possible options for the MCDA. Therefore, 110 options must be evaluated in the MCDA to find the recommended measurement system according to asset-manager-preference settings.
Figure 7. Information-gain assessment – through calculation of joint-entropy (Section 2.2) – of measurement systems as function of number of sensors for the two alternatives of possible sensor locations (OR and NOR) and the number of load tests (1LT to 5LT).

5.2 Option assessment for remaining performance criteria

Each measurement-system option is evaluated for each remaining performance criterion. Criterion metrics as function of number of sensors are presented in Figure 8. Figure 8A presents the cost of monitoring as function of number of sensors for 1 and 5 load tests (LT), representing lower and upper bounds of the cost of monitoring respectively. The cost of monitoring increases with increasing number of sensors and number of load tests. Figure 8B presents additional costs due to the installation of sensors above the river for the OR alternative of possible sensor locations. The cost of installation is nil as long as no sensor is installed above the river and increases when a new sensor is placed in the particular area. Figure 8C presents the ability to detect outliers in measurement once the bridge is monitored. The outlier detection ability increases with increasing number of sensors and is converging to the value of 0.99 for any number of load tests and alternative of possible sensor locations. Figure 8D presents the normalized loss of information in case of the failure of the best sensor. The loss of information decreases with increasing number of sensors and load tests. Except for the sensor-installation criterion (Figure 8B), criterion evaluations as function of number of sensors and load tests do not differ significantly between alternatives of possible sensor locations (OR and NOR).

Additionally, it is observed that the cost of monitoring and sensor installation criteria are conflicting with the information gain (Figure 7), ability to detect outliers and robustness of information gain to sensor failure. To define quantitatively the optimal measurement system, a MCDA is thus required and will be presented in the following section.
Figure 8. Measurement-system evaluations for each performance criterion as function of number of sensors. A) Cost of monitoring; B) Sensor installation; C) Ability to detect outlier; D) Normalized loss of information in case of the best-sensor failure.

5.3 Measurement-system design according to asset-manager preference setting

Once the set of options is evaluated for all measurement-system criteria (Section 5.2), the comparison of measurement-system options is performed using the SMAA-PROMETHEE (Section 3.2.1). Five settings of asset-manager preferences were presented in Section 3.2 (Table 5). Measurement-system recommendations are developed for each setting in this section. In order to provide a rich guidance to the asset manager, metrics introduced in Phase 3 (Figure 1) are used to recommend measurement systems. For the sake of conciseness, options of measurement system are named as: alternative of sensor locations – number of load tests – number of sensors. For instance, a measurement system involving the alternative of possible sensor locations NOR, 5 load tests and 4 sensors is called NOR-5-4. The measurement system with the largest 1st-rank acceptability index \( \max_{a \in A} b^1(a) \), i.e. the highest frequency of an option being first, is presented for each setting of asset-manager preference in Table 11 (Step 1, Figure 1). For each asset-manager preference setting, results in
terms of measurement systems (alternative of possible locations (OR and NOR) Alt, number
of load tests $N_{loadtest}$ and number of sensors $N_{sens}$) with their respective $b^1(a)$ are shown.
Although the same alternative of possible locations (i.e. no sensors above the river) and the
same number of load tests (i.e. 5 load tests) are always selected, asset-manager preference
settings influence significantly the number of sensors to install on the bridge from 3 to 12
sensors. This result shows the ability of the framework to differentiate between measurement-
system options with conflicting performance criteria.
Comparing the ordinal (Settings 3 and 5) and cardinal (Settings 2 and 4) weighting-preference
types for the same preference scenario, recommended measurement systems are similar since
the difference is one sensor. However, $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$ differs significantly. For instance, between
settings 4 and 5, $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$ equals to 87.9% and 25.1%, respectively. This result shows that
the choice of the weighting-preference type influences the assessment of measurements system
using a MCDA.
Following Phase 3 (Figure 1), the recommended measurement system is clearly defined in case
the $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$ is large (i.e. > 70%). This situation happens only for the setting 4, which has a
$\max_{a \in A} b^1(a) = 87.9%$. Therefore, for this setting, it is not required to perform further
investigation to define the measurement-system recommendation. However, for other settings,
the maximum $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$ is lower than 70%. Therefore, for these settings, measurement-
system recommendations are unclear as other measurement-system options may potentially
present similar $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$. Steps 2 to 4 of Phase 3 (Figure 1) are performed to provide guidance
to the asset manager in terms of measurement-system recommendations.
Table 11 Recommended measurement system – defined using an alternative of possible sensor
location Alt, a number of load tests $N_{loadtest}$ and a number of sensors $N_{sens}$ with maximum
first-rank acceptability index $\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$ according to the setting of asset-manager preferences
– Step 1, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Preference Scenario</th>
<th>Preference type</th>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>$\max_{a \in A} b^1(a)$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equal weight</td>
<td>Cardinal</td>
<td>NOR 5 6</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maximization of information gain</td>
<td>Cardinal</td>
<td>NOR 5 11</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Maximization of information gain</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
<td>NOR 5 12</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low-cost monitoring</td>
<td>Cardinal</td>
<td>NOR 5 4</td>
<td>87.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Low-cost monitoring</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
<td>NOR 5 3</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In setting 1, the measurement system NOR-5-6 has the maximum first-rank acceptability index
($\max b^1(NOR-5-6)$), which is equal to 54.8% (Table 11). As this number is below 70% (Step 1,
Figure 1), it is thus necessary to assess if other options are often the best solution in SMAA-
PROMETHEE simulations. In a setting with deterministic approach for weight (Table 4), the
central weighing vector for an equal weight scenario remains constant at 0.2. Nevertheless, the
$b^1(a)$ of measurement-system options can be computed. Table 12 presents options with $b^1(a)$
equal or larger than 10%. Four options are often ranked as the best solution. In these options,
the alternative of possible sensor locations NOR, and 5 load tests are always observed.
However, measurement systems differ in terms of number of sensors, varying between 4 to 7 sensors.

In the current setting, indifference and preference thresholds are the only MCDA parameters varying between SMAA-PROMETHEE simulations. It shows that these thresholds influence significantly the measurement-system rankings. Defining preference and indifference thresholds using bounds allows a constancy in measurement-system recommendations. Additionally, it justifies the choice of SMAA-PROMETHEE as the MCDA method.

Although the $b^i(NOR-5-6)$ is clearly larger than other options (i.e. 54.8% against 19.7% for the second-best option (NOR-5-7)), asset managers might be interested in further insights about the distribution of the option rankings as well as the pairwise performance to gain more confidence in their decision.

Table 13 presents three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their respective $b^{MFPi}(a)$ for these four options. NOR-5-6 and NOR-5-7 are the three first positions as most frequent positions, showing a clear preference of SMAA-PROMETHEE for these two options. A pairwise comparison shows that NOR-5-6 is preferred to NOR-5-4, NOR-5-5 and NOR-5-7 with a frequency of 88.9%, 83.6% and 72.5%, respectively (Step 4, Phase 3, Figure 1). Following Steps 2-3-4 (Figure 1), the measurement system NOR-5-6 is preferred by the MCDA and is thus recommended for setting 1.

Table 12 Measurement systems with first-rank acceptability indices $b^i(a)$ larger than 10% for setting 1 of asset-manager preferences – Step 2, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>$b^i(a)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alt</td>
<td>$N_{loadest}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13 Three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their rank acceptability indices $b^{MFPi}(a)$ for best measurement systems of setting 1 of asset-manager preferences – Step 3, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>MFP1</th>
<th>$b^{MFP1}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP2</th>
<th>$b^{MFP2}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP3</th>
<th>$b^{MFP3}(a)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alt</td>
<td>$N_{loadest}$</td>
<td>$N_{sens}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning Setting 2, the maximum $b^i(a)$ of a measurement system is equal to 53.1 % (Table 11). Therefore, it is necessary to identify situations where other measurement systems perform frequently as the best solution. Table 14 presents the central weight vectors for each measurement system with $b^i(a) = 10\%$ or more. Only two options have a significant $b^i(a)$. Both measurement systems involve five load tests and the alternative of possible sensor locations NOR. However, they differ in terms of number of sensors between 11 and 12. NOR-5-11 and NOR-5-12 have similar ranking as $b^i(NOR-5-11)$ and $b^i(NOR-5-12)$ are equal to 53.1 and 41.9 % respectively. In addition, the central weight vectors are also very similar. This result shows that both options present similar results and the central weight vector and $b^i(a)$ could not help
to differentiate them. A pairwise comparison and most-frequent-position analysis are thus needed. Table 15 presents three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their respective $b^{\text{MFPi}}(a)$ for the two options. Both options have the same three most frequent positions. As $b^{\text{MFPi}}(a)$ only slightly differ between the two options, this metric provides only limited support to differentiate these options in this situation. Eventually, in the pairwise comparison, NOR-5-11 is preferred in 58.1% to NOR-5-12, showing a slight preference of SMAA-PROMETHEE for this option (Step 4, Figure 1). This example shows that in case of options with similar results, SMAA-PROMETHEE provides metrics to define the recommended measurement system. In setting 2, the measurement system NOR-5-11 is thus recommended due to the pairwise comparison with NOR-5-12 (step 4, Figure 1).

Table 14 Central weight vector for measurement systems with first-rank acceptability index $b^i(a)$ more than 10% for setting 2 of asset-manager preferences – Step 2, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>$b^i(a)$ [%]</th>
<th>Central weight factors of measurement-system criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Info gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5 11</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5 12</td>
<td>41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other options</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15 Three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their rank acceptability indices $b^{\text{MFPi}}(a)$ for best measurement systems of setting 2 of asset-manager preferences – Step 3, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>MFP1</th>
<th>$b^{\text{MFP1}}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP2</th>
<th>$b^{\text{MFP2}}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP3</th>
<th>$b^{\text{MFP3}}(a)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5 12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the highest $b^i(a)$ of a measurement system is equal to 56.5% (Table 11), it is necessary to assess when other measurement systems are frequently the best solution. Table 16 presents the central weight vector for each option with a $b^i(a) = 10\%$ or larger. Three options have a significant $b^i(a)$. However, NOR-5-12 has a clear preference of the SMAA-PROMETHEE analysis due to its larger $b^i(a)$ compared with other options (56.5% for NOR-5-12 compared to 18.5% for OR-5-12). However, as the central weight vector of best measurement systems differ significantly, this result shows a good example where asset managers may select a probabilistically-defined suboptimal measurement system in case of a polarization of their preferences. For instance, if they decide to attribute at least 50% of the criteria weight to the information-gain criterion, the solution OR-5-12 should be preferred.

Table 17 presents three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their respective $b^{\text{MFPi}}(a)$ for the three options. NOR-5-12 is the only option with its most frequent position at the first three positions in sequential order. Additionally, in pairwise comparison, NOR-5-12 is preferred to NOR-5-11 and OR-5-12 with a frequency of 74.9% and 81.0%, respectively. Therefore, according to Steps 3 to 4, NOR-5-12 is recommended as measurement system for setting 3.
Table 16 Central weight vector for measurement systems with a first-rank acceptability index b^{1(a)} more than 10% for setting 3 of asset-manager preferences – Step 2, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>b^{1(a)} [%]</th>
<th>Central weight factors of measurement-system criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Info gain Costs of monitoring Outlier detection Loss of information Sensor installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5 11</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.369 0.136 0.183 0.249 0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5 12</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>0.468 0.066 0.146 0.284 0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR 5 12</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>0.652 0.048 0.103 0.188 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other options</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>- - - - -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17 Three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their rank acceptability indices b^{MFPi(a)} for best measurement systems of setting 3 of asset-manager preferences – Step 3, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>MFP1</th>
<th>b^{MFP1(a)}</th>
<th>MFP2</th>
<th>b^{MFP2(a)}</th>
<th>MFP1</th>
<th>b^{MFP3(a)}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5 11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5 12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR 5 12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Setting 4, a clear preference for a specific measurement system is observed as the b^{1(a)} was equal to 87.9% (Table 11). According to the recommendation of Step 1 (Figure 1), it is not necessary to perform further investigation. However, for the purpose of an example the analysis proceeds as described below. Central weight vectors for each option with b^{1(a)} equals to 10% or larger are presented in Table 18. Although two options present similar central weight vectors, NOR-5-4 is clearly preferred to NOR-5-3 in terms of first b^{1(a)}, as it is equal to 87.9% and 11.8% for NOR-5-4 and NOR-5-3, respectively. Additionally, Table 19 presents three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their respective b^{MFPi(a)} for the two options. Only NOR-5-4 has the first position at the most frequent position, showing a preference for this measurement system. Eventually the pairwise comparison shows that NOR-5-4 is preferred to NOR-5-3 in 88.1% of SMAG-PROMETHEE simulations (Step 4, Figure 1). Based on Steps 1, 3 and 4 (Figure 1), the measurement system NOR-5-4 is thus recommended for setting 4.

Table 18 Central weight vector for measurement systems with a first-rank acceptability index b^{1(a)} more than 10% for setting 4 of asset-manager preferences – Step 2, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>b^{1(a)} [%]</th>
<th>Central weight factors of measurement-system criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Info gain Costs of monitoring Outlier detection Loss of information Sensor installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5 3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.151 0.287 0.134 0.142 0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5 4</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>0.180 0.281 0.130 0.130 0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other options</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>- - - - -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 19 Three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their rank acceptability indices $b^{\text{MFPi}}(a)$ for best measurement systems of setting 4 of asset-manager preferences – Step 3, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>MFP1</th>
<th>$b^{\text{MFP1}}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP2</th>
<th>$b^{\text{MFP2}}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP1</th>
<th>$b^{\text{MFP3}}(a)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Setting 5, the measurement system NOR-5-4 has the highest $b^1(a)$, which is equal to 24.1% (Table 11). Therefore, a comparison with other measurement systems that are often ranked as best solution is needed. Table 20 presents the central weight vectors for each measurement system with a $b^1(a)$ equals to 10% or larger. Three options have a significant $b^1(a)$. Additionally, it is important to mention that many other options have been ranked as the best solution with low frequencies. This result can be explained by the ordinal choice in terms of weighting preference giving more freedom in terms of criteria weightings. Two options, NOR-5-3 and NOR-5-4, present very similar $b^1(a)$ (equal to 24.1% and 25.1% respectively), while NOR-4-2 has a lower $b^1(a)$ (equal to 12.2%). For both options, central weight vectors differ significantly, especially in terms of weight for the costs of monitoring. This result shows a good example of a situation where asset managers may decide which option is the best measurement system according to their preferences in terms of criteria weight.

Table 21 presents three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their respective $b^{\text{MFPi}}(a)$ for the three options. NOR-5-3 and NOR-5-4 are comparable in terms of MFPi. However, NOR-4-2 has a MFP1 at the 6th rank, showing that this option is the best measurement system in specific cases and is generally suboptimal compared with NOR-5-3 or NOR-5-4. A pairwise comparison shows that NOR-5-4 is preferred to NOR-5-3 in 67.5% of the simulations, showing a preference of SMAA-PROMETHEE for this option. Therefore, based on Steps 3 and 4 (Figure 1), the measurement system NOR-5-3 is thus recommended for setting 5.

Table 20 Central weight vector for measurement systems with a first-rank acceptability index $b^1(a)$ larger than 10% for setting 5 of asset-manager preferences – Step 2, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>$b^1(a)$ [%]</th>
<th>Central weight factors of measurement-system criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alt</td>
<td>$N_{\text{loadest}}$</td>
<td>$N_{\text{sens}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other options</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 21 Three most frequent positions (MFPi) and their rank acceptability indices $b^{MFP_i}(a)$ for best measurement systems of setting 5 of asset-manager preferences – Step 3, Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement system</th>
<th>MFP1</th>
<th>$b^{MFP1}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP2</th>
<th>$b^{MFP2}(a)$</th>
<th>MFP3</th>
<th>$b^{MFP3}(a)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Comparison of optimal measurement systems

In this section, the recommended measurement systems defined for each setting of asset-manager preferences (Table 11) are compared. Results are summarized in Figure 9, where measurement-system recommendations are presented. For all weighting scenarios, the alternative of possible locations NOR is selected, meaning that sensors should not be installed over the river. Over-the-river sensor locations require additional costs for the installation (Figure 8B) and generate only slight increases of information gain (Figure 7). Due to the small influence on the cost of monitoring (Figure 8A) but significant influence on the information gain (Figure 7), the option to perform five load tests were selected for all weighting preference settings. However, recommended measurement systems differ significantly in terms of number of sensors from 3 sensors for the setting 5 (Figure 9E) involving a low-cost monitoring to 12 sensors for the setting 2 (Figure 9B), where an asset manager prefers to maximize the information gain. Therefore, the choice of number of sensors is drastically influenced by the asset-manager preference settings. This result shows that the proposed framework for measurement-system design supports asset managers in terms of optimal measurement-system recommendation.

Regarding the sensor configuration for each setting of asset-manager preferences, most sensors are placed between the hydraulic jack and the North-bank bearing devices. As these elements are the location of the two most important model parameters to identify in the structural identification (Section 4.2), it shows that optimal sensor locations are strongly influenced by the model class selection. This highlights the importance of the initial task definition (Section 4.1). Due to the transversally asymmetrical load tests (Figure 5), sensors were placed on the side where most load tests will be performed as measurements will have a larger signal-to-noise ratio. The deflection target is only placed in settings 2 and 3, involving scenarios of a maximization of the information gain. As sensor locations are selected sequentially by the hierarchical algorithm, it shows that this sensor was chosen lately. This sensor is less powerful than strain gauges due to its relative large measurement uncertainties (Table 8).
Figure 9 Recommended measurement systems according to asset-manager preference scenarios. A) Setting 1; B) Setting 2; C) Setting 3; D) Setting 4; E) Setting 5.
In the present study, a MCDA framework is proposed to support asset-manager decision making in terms of measurement-system design. Once a model-class is selected, an information-gain assessment using the joint-entropy metric is performed to reduce the set of possible measurement systems. Then, measurement systems are assessed using five performance criteria: information gain, costs of monitoring, ability to detect outliers, loss of information in case of sensor failure, sensor installation. The metrics, probabilistic best solution, most frequent rank positions and pairwise comparison offer information-rich guidance to assist asset managers in terms of recommended measurement systems. The applicability of the framework was demonstrated using a full-scale case study and covering several scenarios of asset-manager preferences. When preference settings are compared, recommended measurement-systems differ in terms of number of sensors but lead to similar conclusions in terms of number of load tests and alternatives of sensor locations.

Traditional approaches used in practical applications of measurement-system design involve comparison of the information gain with the cost of monitoring in terms of the number of sensors (Figure 10). As these measurement-system criteria are conflicting, an asset manager chooses the number of sensors implicitly according to some weighting of preferences. As shown in Figure 10, the information-gain (joint entropy) function is parabolic with respect to the number of sensors while the cost function is linear. It is thus an ambiguous task to define the optimal number of sensors. For instance, for a scenario where the information gain is preferred to the cost of monitoring, an asset manager may argue that 12 or more sensors are the best choice while a more cost-conscious manager may prefer 8 sensors. The use of a quantitative multi-criteria framework for measurement-system design has potential for more comprehensive decision support.

![Figure 10](image-url) Comparison between cost of monitoring and information gain (joint entropy) – assessed using joint entropy – as function of number of sensors for alternatives of measurement system considering 5 load tests (5LT) with the “not over the river” alternative (NOR) of possible sensor locations.

The framework for measurement-system design, proposed in this study, has several advantages when compared with other MCDA methods used in the structural-identification field [26], [60], [61] (Table 22). First, the proposed framework is able to accommodate ordinal and cardinal importance orders of preferences, making the framework flexible for asset managers. Then, in order to compare possible measurement systems, the framework provides metrics such as...
option ranking and pairwise comparison, thus avoiding that good measurement-system designs are proposed using a “blackbox”. Additionally, measurement-system recommendations may be sensitive to MCDA parameters, such as criteria weighting and preference functions. Appropriate selection is a difficult task for asset managers. The framework proposed in this paper allows the use of bounds for MCDA-parameter definitions (Table 4, Table 6). This allows a more engineer-friendly approach for measurement-system design and provides robust (hence credible) recommendations with respect to MCDA-parameter variations.

Table 22 Comparison of MCDA methods used in structural identification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCDA method</th>
<th>Asset-manager preferences</th>
<th>Measurement-system comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
<td>Multi-metric recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMETHEE [61]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted sum [60]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-Pareto [26]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following limitations of the work are recognized. Model-class definitions, including model-parameter choice and uncertainty estimations, influence evaluations of performance criteria such as information gain, outlier detection and robustness of information gain to sensor failure. The greedy-search strategy that is used in the hierarchical algorithm to define possible options does not necessarily lead to a global optimum of the joint entropy, particularly for small numbers of sensors. As the solution space is reduced using the information-gain criterion, measurement systems compared in MCDA may not always lie on the Pareto front of the solution space.

The success of any measurement-system-design methodology based on a model-based strategy depends on the quality of the numerical model used to predict structural behavior. A reliable model is important to obtain a representative range of predictions at possible sensor locations. Prior to measurement-system design, visual inspection is required to validate model assumptions.

7 Conclusions

A quantitative strategy for measurement-system design increases the performance of the structural-identification method by enhancing the discrimination between good and bad model instances. Following development of the approach on a full-scale test case, specific conclusions of the study are:

- A multi-criteria approach for measurement system design leads to more informed decision making, especially when performance criteria that are in addition to typical metrics of information gain and cost of monitoring are included
- The MCDA methodology supports quantitatively the rational selection of measurement systems even if there is no clear dominance amongst options. Recommendations are supported for multiple sets of constraints on the weighting of preferences and through comparison of measurement systems
The tiered strategy supports an informed selection of good measurement system designs according to asset-manager preferences by providing a complete set of preferred alternatives, including the best solution defined probabilistically and specific situations when other near-optimal solutions might be preferred.

Future work will focus on the combination of expected information gained by static and dynamic tests to support sensor-system design for structural identification. Additionally, a framework will be developed to evaluate the influence of measurement-system-design methodologies on asset management that is based on the value of information and reserve-capacity assessment.
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